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Abstract. This paper presents a model to add personality features to robots, the
Transactional Analysis (TA) is used to deﬁne a psychologicalproﬁle and the Viable
Systems Model (VSM) is used to help explain the decisions made by the robot and
how this impacts on its viability.
1 Introduction
Representing personality in multi-agent system (MAS) has been a key issue in re-
cent years; agent behaviour is expected to reproduce human behaviour and thus,
social phenomena in a MAS must replicate social issues in real life. In the be-
ginning of the 90’s, agent based systems where considered a signiﬁcant advance-
ment in software development [14], and software evolution [12]. Today agents are
of great interest in a variety of ﬁelds in Computer Science. Characteristics such as
autonomy, collaboration, reasoning, adaptability, mobility and goal orientation are
among the main features that make agent oriented systems a great tool for social
simulation [17].
However, humans have more than just these characteristics, since they have a
personality proﬁle, which plays a central role as suggested in [8][1][2][10][15][6].
Unfortunately, one of the ﬁrst problems encountered while trying to model per-
sonality is that the term itself refers to a concept, which can be interpreted in many
ways, thus uncertainty can arise. Also, it can not be observed directly, but indirectly
by actions performed by someone.
There are many issues that require interacting with the person in order to be able
to describe them. Things like thought and feelings can be “talked about”, but others
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are not at the “conscious level”, so they need to be observed for a longer period of
time. In other words, to study personality requires a long-term strategy.
Often, when we talk about someone, we talk about what makes this person dif-
ferent from others, or even what makes this person special. In [16] personality is
deﬁned as a style of behaviour.
In some Personality Theories, individual personality differences between per-
sons are the main issue as stated in [5]. Nevertheless, personality theorists are also
interested in what is common between people, i.e. their “internal structure”, how a
person can be “ensemble” and how a person “works”. Most theorists try to explain
personality and social dynamics in terms of a “soul”, ”consciousness”, “super ego”
or even “spirit”, which are difﬁcult to model and consequently difﬁcult to program.
So, if we are interested in programming a system in which some piece of software
will represent a person with a personality, we must consider only those theories that
use not so abstracts concepts.
One suchmodelis TransactionalAnalysis(TA),whichwas createdbyEric Berne
[4] and it has been considered a very useful and practical tool by therapists all over
the world [18]. Therefore, in this paper we focus in deﬁning an internal structure of
a robot based on TA that we will call Robot Personality (RP) which will be used to
model personality.
Given that the trend in MAS research in general is to begin to model agents
within a structural context, often using language and abstractions from the systems
domain, one possible solution to this problem is to look into the systems domain
itself for such ‘well-deﬁned’ models and processes which could provide the frame-
workrequiredtoexaminemacroscopicbehaviourinMASmodelingandexperimen-
tation [9].
In [9] we propose the use of Stanford Beer’s viable systems model (VSM) to
complementmodellingapproaches.Inthis paperwe presenta combinedTA &VSM
modelapproach,wherewe useTA theoryinorderto deﬁnethepsychologicalproﬁle
of the robot and the VSM is used to help explain the decisions made by the robot
and how this impacts on its viability or its ability to stay alive.
This paper is organized as follows: next section presents previous work related
to modelling personality, especially in multi-agent systems. In section 3 we present
information about our proposed model. Section 4 presents the experiment done and
ﬁnally, section 5 deals with our conclusions.
2 Similar Work
In [11] a computational model of personality is proposed, the purpose of the model
is to implement non-intellectualfunctionsof the human mind on computer systems.
The personality model was formulated based on psychoanalysis.
In [7] the TransactionalAnalysis Theoryis used in orderto deﬁnethe inner struc-
ture of an agent along with the negotiation process occurred among them until the
cooperation is established.Fuzzy Personality Model Based on TA and VSM 229
In [8] a design of a rational agent based on decision theory is presented. Emo-
tional states and personality are deﬁned formally as a ﬁnite state automaton. Emo-
tional states are considered as methods for decision making inside the agent.
Changesin externalstimuliprovokechangesofemotionalstate and,thuschanges
in agent’s decision-making behaviour. Personality is deﬁned as emotional states
along with transition rules between states. Also, a probabilistic version is consid-
ered to model personality. An agent’s personality can be predicted given an initial
state and emotional inputs.
In [1][2] “affective agent”-user interface is considered. Personality is deﬁned as
a complex structure that distinguishes a person, nation or group. An emotion is de-
ﬁned as an affection that interrupts and re-directs attention (usually accompanied
by a stimulus). In this model, the Five-Factor-Model(FFM) is used. The descriptive
nature of FFM gives an explicit model of personality and makes it possible to con-
centrate in the use of the affective interface to express directly these characteristics.
In this project, personality and emotions are used as ﬁlters that restrict decision-
making process.
In [10] a basic structure for a dialog automata is described, which is used to
model users. This structure tries to model psychological terms such as personality
and emotions. This proposal is based on the analysis of ﬁnite states and offers a
general perspective on which formal methods (algebraic in general) and results can
be applied to a variety of problems.
In [15] a methodology is presented for the study of the mind as part of Artiﬁcial
Intelligence. This paper presents an architecture for motivated agents; the architec-
ture is composed by several modules that handle automatic processes in which re-
ﬂexive administration of limited resources that include planning, decision-making,
scheduling,etc. are involved,along with meta-administrativeprocesses like internal
perception and actions.
In [13] a synthetic character is built that generates emphatic behaviour based on
cathexis ﬂux.
In [6], an interaction model for decentralized autonomous systems based on
Transactional Analysis is presented. Cooperation between agents is negotiated by
stroke exchange. After collaboration is established, each autonomous system plays
certain role trying to accomplish a speciﬁc goal. However, only parameter formal-
ization and hints on how to use this structure are given, but no implementation is
considered. On the next section, we consider this issue.
3 TA and VSM Personality Model
Deﬁnition 1. In our basic model a robot’s personality is represented by a tuple
RP =< A,ES>
where:
1. A is the set of actions a robot can perform
2. ES= {P,A,C}. Ego States where P=Parent, A=Adult,C=Child230 C. Gaxiola et al.
In the simpliﬁed model of TA used, each ESholds a series of rules that deﬁne how
a RP should perceive the world under that particular ES. For each ES, rules are
different inside RP, in the case of state P, rules are associated mainly with social
behaviour and the way things should be done in each situation. The set of rules for
state P can be considered the ”cultural background” of the RP.F o rs t a t eA,r u l e s
are mainly about information gathering and problem solving mechanisms. Finally,
for state C, rules are about postures as an individual, i.e. what makes this RP dif-
ferent from others. In this case we can consider things like favourite colour, games,
etc. Pre-logical reasoning and spontaneous reaction are considered in this state (see
Figure 1).
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Fig. 1. Representing Rules-Actions and TA States
Another important concept is that of Personal Energy (K) which is equivalent
(but not necessarily identical) to the cathexis conceptin humans. Following Berne’s
model, K is divided in three parts: ﬁrst, for each event that a RP perceives, the list
of actions from A is scanned and assigned a weight for each state; this means that
the same action will have three different weights, one for each state. This ﬁrst value
representsthe Potential Energy(Kp) a particulareventcangiveto anaction fora RP
in state X, i.e. how an event can trigger an action. As an example, consider action
“To Play”. Forstate A, Kpshouldbe verylow since playingis notan actiona human
would normally do when in this state. But for state C, Kpmust be very high since
this action is strongly related to this state. This assignment is independent for each
state.
When considering which of the states will be the actual state that executes an
action, we will consider the one that holds the maximum of Potential Energy, i.e.
the highest Kp.
ES= max{Kp(P),Kp(A),Kp(C)} (1)
Consider this: a RP perceives an event; this causes each of its ES to take the
list A of actions and assign to each of them a weight. Then each ES sorts the list
from higher to lower weight. After that, each EStakes the ﬁrst action of its list and
compares it with the action chosen by the other ESs. The one with highest Kpwill
be considered the actual ES (this means that the RP will be in that particular ES)
and thus its action will be executed by RP. In Figure 2, action “To Work” of state A
has the highest Kpand thus the RP will start working.
On the other hand, it must be taken into account that humans have a tendency
to continue an activity, which we consider interesting or important, either becauseFuzzy Personality Model Based on TA and VSM 231
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To Play To Work
Fig. 2. Action “To Work” of state A has the highest Kpand thus the RP will start working
we feel obligated, it is convenient or we are just like it, and to discontinue activities
that are no longer interesting or important. This kind of cathexis can be thought of
as “the interest” a RP has and we will call it the Kinetic Energy Kc of the RP to
executing an action. If we consider that, when a RP starts executing an action X,
Kp(X) starts to be “consumed” (diminishing); but if there is an interest Kc(X),t h i s
consumption will be compensated and thus, RP will execute X a longer period of
time (see Figure 3a).
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Fig. 3. Comparision between Potencial Energy (Kp) vs. Potencial Energy + Kinetic Energy
(Kp+Kc) on action X
An interpretationof this can be asfollows: each unit oftime we must decidewhat
to do, those actions that are most important will normally make us decide on them
ﬁrst, our interest on executing them will continue as long as we still consider them
important. If for some reason the interest disappears, we will stop doing this action
and turn to another.As can be seen in Figure 3b, as action “To Work” is executing,it
is also being “consumed.” When Kp(“ToPlay”) is higher than Kp(“ToWork”),t h e
RP will change from state A to state C and will start executing action “ToPlay”.232 C. Gaxiola et al.
Once a function to determine the “actual ES” is deﬁned, it is possible to see the
changes of ES of any RP and thus the possible action that will be executed, given
a sense of “personality”. On the other hand, the opposite can be considered, from
events in the virtual world, to infer which ESa RP is in any moment. In fact, this is
what a TA therapist will do with a client. By asking questions, hearing “the story”
and some other signs like body language, expressions, attitudes, etc., he will try to
infer when, how and why the changes in the patient’s states take place. In this case,
experience is crucial to be able to do a correct inference.
The third kind of cathexis is more complexand will not be taken into accountfor
this paper.
3.1 Viable System Model
TheViableSystemsModellooksatanorganisationinteractingwithitsenvironment.
Theorganisationis viewedas two parts: the Operationwhichdoes all the basic work
and the bits that provide a service to the Operation by ensuring the whole organisa-
tion works together in an integrated way. These bits are called the Metasystem.
Beer’s ﬁrst insight was to consider the human organism as three main interacting
parts: the muscles & organs, the nervous systems, and the external environment.
These are generalised in the Viable Systems Model as follows:
￿ The Operation (O). The muscles and organs. The bits that do all the basic work.
The primary activities. In RP the operation is A, and everything in the robot
related to perform the actions in A correctly.
￿ The Metasystem (M). The brain and nervous systems.
￿ The Environment (E). All those parts of the outside world that are of direct
relevance to the system in focus.
The following diagram illustrates the basic VSM.
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Fig. 4. Basic VSM
The arrows indicate the many and various ways that the three parts interact.
The Operation will consist of a number of Operational units. The Operational unitsFuzzy Personality Model Based on TA and VSM 233
themselves must be viable, and thus can be looked at as smaller Viable Systems
embedded in the larger system [3].
The main functions of the Metasystem are:
1. Look at the entire collection of Operational units and deal with ways of getting
them to work together in mutually beneﬁcial ways, and with the resolution of
conﬂicts. This function is called “Internal Eye”.
2. Look at the external environment,assess the threatsand opportunitiesand make
planstoensuretheorganisationcanadapttoachangingenvironment.Thisfunc-
tion is called “External Eye”.
3. Establish the ground rules, which set the tone for the whole organisation. This
is the Policy System. Is in the Policy System where the ESare located.
A need Ni takes the RP to the state Si, i.e. the need of “food” takes the RP to the
state “hungry”. The Metasystem identify “needs” and following the rules imposed
for the Policy System determine what action the Operation will perform. When the
action is being executed another necessity can appear, this will take the robot to
another state, i.e. in order to exitfrom “hungry”state the robotneed food, the action
relatedis “To Eat”, butwhile the robotare eatingthe needto workappears,the robot
will be then in the “Responsible” state.
Si Sj
Ai
Fig. 5. Transition from state Si to Sj due the execution of the action Ai
In the Figure 6 we can see an activities diagram of the action decision-making
process in RP.
4 Case of Study
4.1 Experiment Protocol
The experiment begins with a new robot (RP) deﬁned as “software being” that
“lives” inside a virtual world. The robot needs to work to meet a speciﬁc goal. For
work undertaken the robot earns the equivalent of monetary tokens, but the battery
level decreases and also the performance level slowly depreciates. With the tokens
earned, the robot can pay to rechargeits batteries but must also pay for maintenance
services to restore its performance levels to the state they were at the beginning of
the simulation.
Besides parameters deﬁned in section 3, we will use other parameters for these
study cases:
BatL(t)={1..100}: Battery Level. This parameter deﬁnes the amount of “phys-
ical energy” (different from cathexis) that a RP has a time t. This parameter will
decrease by work and rest in order to simulate energy consuming, so BatL(t) >
BatL(t +1), if for some reason BatL(t)=0, the RP will die, to avoid this the robot234 C. Gaxiola et al.
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Fig. 6. Activities diagram
can pay to “eat”, this means recharge its batteries. All RPs should estimate when
they need to “eat” in order to keep alive.
PerL(t)=1..100: PerformanceLevel.Thisparameterdeﬁnesthe state of “Health
Level” that a RP has a time t. This parameter will decrease by work and eat in order
to simulate health depreciation, so PerL(t) > PerL(t +1), as the performance level
drops, the time taken to carry out the work to meet the goal takes longer, so the
robot can pay to “rest”, this means restore its performance level. The cost of the
maintenance service is high and the time taken to undertake maintenanceis lengthy,
in comparison to charging the battery, which is relatively quick.
4.2 Goal of the Experiment
The goal of the experiment is to demonstrate that a robot with some kind of pathol-
ogy, a lazy robot or a workaholic, will die earlier than a robot without such patholo-
gies. The workaholic robot will not perform its own personal maintenance because
of their intrinsic focus on their work. This will eventually lead to bad performance,
which will ultimately affect the productivity of the robot because it is a workaholic
who will spend more time working. Eventually the performance will be so low that
the robot will not recharge its batteries and it will die.Fuzzy Personality Model Based on TA and VSM 235
4.3 Representation of Three Ego States
Theprogramusedto simulate thepsychologicalstatesof therobotandto controlthe
actions it takes based upon its decision-making,has been developed using LabView
from National Instruments.
ThepsychologicalproﬁleofeachEgoStatei.e.Parent,AdultandChildisdeﬁned
by two physiological needs, namely the need to eat or acquire energy, the need to
rest or undertakepreventativemaintenance and the social need to work or engage in
meaningful activity.
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Fig. 7. Psychological proﬁle of the robot
The user interface includes a set of controls to deﬁne the ‘interest’ that each ego
state has for a particular need. The decision is taken in accordance to the “motiva-
tion” level at any particular moment in time. Each Ego State is plotted on a graph,
which records the motivation level for undertaking an activity against time. At any
one time, the level of each of the three states is presented to help the user to demon-
strate the predominatestate of the robotwith respect to the three “needs” (Figure 8).
4.4 Control of Decision Making by the RP
Thedecisionmakingprocessiscontrolledbythecathexislevel,whichareillustrated
by three tanks (see Figure 8), each tank representing the cathexis level of each Ego
State, that is the Parent, Adult and Child. The decision of which activity is to be
performed is taken by the ego state with the highest level in the tank.
4.4.1 Fuzzy Inference System
Since the Kpis determinant in the decision making process of the RP,w ed e ﬁ n ea
FIS to calculate it, taking into account the personality proﬁle (pp), the interest level
in performing an action i and the need indicator that triggers action i,i . e .i nt h e
process of calculating the Kpfor the ES Parent and the action “ToEat” the input
is the pp, the interest level that the ES Parent has in ‘eat’ and the BatL(t), then the
output is the Kpfor the action “ToEat”.
Table 1 shows the linguistic values for the input variables of the FIS, they are
InterestLevel and NeedLevel, the personality proﬁle (pp) is ﬁxed for each simula-
tion, describing the personality proﬁle of a RP. Table 2 shows the linguistic variable
Kp, the output of the FIS.236 C. Gaxiola et al.
Fig. 8. Screenshot of the user interface
Table 1. Linguistic variables InterestLevel and NeedLevel and their Linguistic variables
Linguistic
variables
Linguistic
values
InterestLevel “veryLow” “low” “medium” “high” “veryHigh”
NeedLevel “veryLow” “low” “medium” “high” “veryHigh”
Table 2. Linguistic variable Kpand their Linguistic variables
Linguistic
variable
Linguistic
values
Kp “veryLow” “low” “medium” “high” “veryHigh”
The membership functions of InterestLevel, NeedLevel and the output Kp are
represented in Fig 9
For each action in each ES a FIS is deﬁned. The rules for each one are the same.
There are two cases when the NeedLevel determines the Kpwithout evaluating any
other input, the ﬁrst one is for the case when the NeedLevel becomes critical to the
viability of the robot, e.g., the BatL(t) is “veryLow”, and the other one is for the
case when the need becomes fulﬁlled, e.g. the BatL(t) is “veryHigh”.
If NeedLevel is “veryLow” then Kpis “veryHigh”
If NeedLevel is “veryHigh” then Kpis “veryLow”Fuzzy Personality Model Based on TA and VSM 237
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Fig. 9. (a) antecedent MFs and (b) consecuent MF
An example of the rules that evaluate InterestLevel and NeedLevel are described
below
If NeedLevel is “veryHigh” then Kpis “veryHigh”
If NeedLevel is “veryLow” then Kpis “veryLow”
If InterestLevel is “low” and NeedLevel is “medium” then Kpis “low”
If InterestLevel is “medium” and NeedLevel is “medium” then Kpis “medium”
If InterestLevel is “high” and NeedLevel is “medium” then Kpis “high”
If InterestLevel is “veryLow” and NeedLevel is “high” then Kpis “low”
If InterestLevel is “low” and NeedLevel is “high” then Kpis “medium”
If InterestLevel is “medium” and NeedLevel is “high” then Kpis “high”
If InterestLevel is “high” and NeedLevel is “high” then Kpis “high”
The response of the RP not only relies in the InterestLevel and NeedLevel but
in the personality proﬁle as well which is taken in to account in the Kpcalculation.
The Fig 10 shows the overall input-output surface.
4.5 Indicators of ‘Need’
In addition to the controls to deﬁne the proﬁle, the indicators to show the cathexis
level and the graphs to show the motivation level, there are three indicators to show
the battery level associated with the necessity to eat, the performance level associ-
ated with the necessity to rest and a counter to show the work undertaken by the
robot. In addition, there is a goal indicator that is, how much work the robot needs
to do for a given period of time, deﬁned for the indicator labelled as Time Limit.238 C. Gaxiola et al.
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4.6 Robot Behaviour
In the Figure 12 we show a screenshot of the result of the simulation of a robot
with a “high” concern in “work”, and “medium” concern in “eat”, as a result of this
compulsion to “work” the robot die early due starvation.
We can identify this RP as a workaholic robot that keeps working without taking
sufﬁcient time out for maintenance, and as it keeps working the performance will
gradually decrease, the time to achieve the goal will extend and the stress levels to
Fig. 12. Screenshot of the simulation of a “workaholic” robotFuzzy Personality Model Based on TA and VSM 239
Fig. 13. Screenshot of the simulation of a “workaholic” robot
keep working will remain high. This behaviour will eventually cause the robot to
collapse.
In Figure 13 we show a screenshot of the result of the simulation of a robot with
a “very high” concern in “rest”, and “low” concern in “work”, as a result of this
the robot only work when the necessity of “eat” or “rest” appear, in consequence
the tokens earned at the end of the given period of time is extremely low. We can
identify a robot with this RP as a lazy robot.
5 Conclusions and Future Work
With the working simulation the aim will be to explore how a psychologicalpathol-
ogy as represented in the robot proﬁle, will impact upon its decision making, its
ability to achieve the goals set, its responses to critical viability criteria and ulti-
mately its ’existence’ as a working, self-sustaining robot and viable system.
In this experiment the psychological proﬁle of the robot as deﬁned by the three
ego states described in TA is directly linked to its goal seeking behaviouras a viable
system. Looking more broadly at the rationale behind this combination of a cogni-
tive model with a systems model, the intention is to conduct experiments to help
understand social phenomena.
Clearly the experiment attempts to simulate a cognate being which can achieve
goals and maintain viability. However the model is relatively simple, the robot is
only aware of its own needs and is functioning in a very simple environment that
has limited perturbations and lacks the complexity of real social systems. The work
will look to extend the simulation to gradually increase the complexity and in doing
so, gradually improve on our understanding on how the decisions are taken in order
to maintain a viable existence.
Conscious of the need to consider ‘context’ in MAS systems, future work must
involve the interaction of robots in a constrained ‘world’, similar to a small fam-
ily where individuals at different stages of maturity e.g. father and son whose240 C. Gaxiola et al.
manifestations of ego states are different. The simulation will require the robots
to communicate and in particular must reﬂect relationships with responsibilities for
others and how these interactions lead to changes in ego states and in the decisions
that individual robots make relative to others. It will be important to consider the
robot both as a viable system in its own right, but recognising the recursive nature
of systems, the robot must also be considered as part of a larger family of robots
with whom it has dependencies which ensure its emotional or physical well being.
In large social systems, which encompass the population of cities like Tijuana
for example, social science researchers need tools to help them ﬁnd or identify the
mechanisms which drive and underpin social problems. While TA can help social
researchers understand behaviour from a psychological perspective, the VSM and
its more systemic paradigm, helps put individuals and their decision-making be-
haviourinto a contextwith clearly recognisablecharacteristics that can be identiﬁed
and analysed. This powerful combination of the cognitive with the systemic and
structural should help represent social entities both at the level of the individualand
at an organisationalor social level - effectively a more natural simulation of a social
system. Given the complexity of large urban populations like Tijuana we need an
approach which can take an account of the context of an individual in a social sys-
tem and at the same time take account of social interaction recognising that the two
are part of the same communication phenomena.
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